9:00 Welcome and introductions Griffin

9:05 General Business Griffin
   a. Review minutes of Anaheim (Fall 2017) meeting
   b. Review membership roster and Voting Status
      i. Chris Jackson has been moved to voting status
      ii. Previous members listed due to ACI membership lapse have been reinstated
   c. Correspondence
      i. Errata in design guide (hard copy print did not match PDF)
      ii. ACI 355.2 (post-installed mechanical anchors) review for overlapping effort

9:10 ACI Committee Activities
   NOTE: any members and visitors with information from other committees that impacts the work of
   ACI 551 are encouraged to offer a comment at this time
   a. 117-H (tilt-up tolerances) – draft correlation with TCA specification tolerances.
      Possible request for figures.
   b. 301-L (finishes specification) – status of TCA board review and committee vote
      (McPherson)
   c. ITG – modulus of rupture research (Steinbicker/Baty)

9:20 Industry Organization Updates
   NOTE: any representatives of industry organizations with pertinent information to the work of ACI
   551 or the practice of tilt-up construction and design are invited to update the committee at this time

9:30 Certification Update Sauter
   a. Feedback from recent exams – new version
   b. Status of Prometrics
   c. Status of online webinar version

9:40 Old Business (as listed)
   a. Journal articles/white papers
      i. Composite panels (Dixon)
         a. Feedback from peer review
            i. Needham reference to the report “Developing a General Methodology
               for Evaluating Composite Action in Insulated Wall Panels”
            ii. Lawson comments
      ii. Multi-story projects (Braswell)
   b. TCA Wind Bracing Guidelines (Steinbicker/Baty)
   c. Bischoff Method (Nagele)
      i. Feedback on Anaheim discussion
      ii. Revision with 2012 paper

10:10 New Business (as listed)
   a. Concrete Research Council project – presentation by Kramer

10:55 Next meeting – October 14, 2018, Las Vegas

11:00 Adjourn